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Chapter 1

"What Is Truth?"

Proof that a human soul really exists beyond humanity’s anthropoid form depends upon evidence that the soul actually lives within the body. The evolutionary experience of the human soul found its earliest beginnings at the simplest subatomic molecular level of material existence.

As I begin this presentation, I am aware that many of the concepts discussed may not be understood by all my readers; therefore, I will clarify all key terms used, which will increase the ease of grasping the following progressively linked ideas: (1) the Superstring particle (a hypothetical string obeying the rules of the supersymmetry theory, which tries to link the four fundamental forces; (2) the final wavefunction (properties of a wave) (3) the human soul; and (4) the apex (the uppermost point) of our existence!

The existence of the human soul may be best understood through comprehending recent scientific discoveries and advanced theories of the nature of existence. This discourse will endeavor to be straightforward and comprehensible from beginning to end, providing clear and concise discussion within a transparent and meaningful perspective.

It is my belief that a broad spectrum (an ordered arrangement by a particular characteristic) of humanity may be able to grasp the elements of the discussion presented. It may seem too simplistic at times, but is in fact very profound and beautiful. It beholds symmetry (a property of size, shape, and relative position of parts) as unique as the constituents (the essential parts) of the atom itself, as unique as the cosmos (the sum total of everything that exists anywhere in the universe), and as amazing as the epiphenomena (the result) of the human body: the soul.

I will endeavor to outline the sequence of events that took place throughout the evolutionary prehistory and history of the nervous
system, from the *thermo* (heat), *electro* (electric), and *psychodynamics* (behavior of mental states) of our *ontology* (the nature and relations of being). For it began on the level of a one-celled *organism* (an individual constituted to carry on the activities of life) purported to exist in an *epoch* (an event or period in time) of over 3.5 billion years ago. Hard to believe, but the evidence is there, as you will see!

Read on, and you will discover *what* and *who* created your soul, *why* it was created, *where* it was created, *when* it was created, and *how* it was created.

Impossible you say? Not at all! It is just a matter of “being honest with oneself” and others and wanting to know the truth about where we came from and where we are going.

In a series of steps, I will explain the process revealed by the greatest minds of the 19th and 20th centuries, which makes clear how the *particle* created the *wavefunction*, and how the *wavefunction* created the *particle*. *Empirical* (observable) proof of the existence of the human soul, in fact, proves, that “God” exists as the collective totality of the *positive spirit world*. This may not be the “truth” that you were brought up to believe; however, knowing how the soul evolved is an adventure into physical and spiritual creation.

The evidence is considerable in the existence of the *soul's* energy. All one must do, is follow the information contained in this publication with *diligence* (conscientiousness in paying proper attention to a task) and open-mindedness, and the truth that was always there will finally be revealed.

Creation is a process that is easily understood within the context of the *laws of physics* (the behavior of matter and energy according to various fundamental interactions) for both *particle* and *wave*. The *wavefunction* is the epiphenomenon of the body, a result of its physical existence. It must, be physical, in order to exist!

I felt before, 25 years ago, and I do now, that science is truly the only way to prove the physical existence of the human *soul*. It was through science that the truth of its existence was finally revealed to me. Its revelation was impossible for me to grasp by simply having faith in its existence; I needed something logical.
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The answers are within the cellular structure itself, and the way they affect the body as a whole. Like the laws of physics that govern the atom and manifests themselves collectively on a large scale: the forces of nature affect the micro (very small) to the macro (large) processes.

This publication will give you irrefutable proof the soul exists within and beyond the human body. I was amazed in my research on how past scientific investigation has looked right past the obvious. I am sure that either they were not looking for the soul’s reality, or that they thought that the pursuit of a metaphysical question in a scientific context would potentially bring ridicule or certain infamy.

To understand the nature of the soul, you must understand what the soul is made of and the laws of physics that apply! And in order to do this, you must bear in mind the most important state of mind of all: “To be absolutely honest with oneself.”

"In the beginning, there was Matter!"
Particle of Everything

Science calls it the Superstring particle (the theory of everything), and because it is only conjecture (an educated guess) of mathematical theory, it is a beautiful logical particle for connecting relativity (gravity) with the atomic particle. In other words, this particle, which is the smallest particle considered existing, makes up the entire constituents (elements) of atoms. And it is the only microscopic form—Superstring—that, in mathematical theorem (an embodiment of some general principle that makes it part of a larger theory) ties together both gravity (relativity) and the neutron (nuclear particle) of the atom.

This microscopic transparent particle, theoretical physicists claim, is in the shape of a closed loop or open-end-string, is in fact, the true “ghost particle.” It moves in and out of atomic matter—not the constituents (the elements of atoms)—as effortlessly as water passing through mesh wiring.

This amazing particle is the main transport for heat from the sun's electromagnetic radiation (a wave of electric and magnetic fields that can move through space). It represents all the dark transparent matter that we cannot observe in the universe. It is the ultimate boson (weak) particle that was enthralled (to hold in from attraction) by the heat (electromagnetic radiation) of the stars. Its physical properties play a major role in our quest to identify the energy of the human soul.

The Superstring particle, like the energy of the human soul, must be physical, in order to exist. And, like the energy of the human soul, technology has not been developed to see it. However, science has now been able to detect an energy source for the Superstring particle and has identified the energy as the universe’s dark-matter that we can't see.

It represents the last frontier of particle physics, the elusive particle that can't be detected by particle accelerators (a machine designed to accelerate charged particles at extremely high speeds: as electrons), and until a machine can be developed, costing up to a trillion dollars, we'll have to be satisfied with mathematical theorem.
In fact, as of yet, the Superstring particle has not been conclusively established through mathematical theorem. Years of construction have brought us excitingly close to understanding the “theory of everything.”

Imagine that all the space we see as empty as actually being permeated with a constant sea of one type of particle: the Superstring particle. This is where all matter that we can detect comes from, this transparent sea of space. It accounts for the other 99% percent of all matter in the universe, the purported (something implied or inferred) dark-matter.

You will be amazed by the part this matter plays in the existence of our soul. It will make sense to you if you will focus emphatically (take decisive action) and read the following chapters.

Atomic and subatomic matter was the result of a concentrated layer of Superstring particles being pulled and pushed from multiple opposing sides to the center. Frictional compression combined with gravitational concentration, creating a gravitational well.
Many people believe that creation began with a conscious form of energy (God) that formed the universe; however, an unimaginable period of time combined with the known forces of particle physics to form the material universe.

We are fortunate, not only to have this knowledge, but also to have minds that can ponder these “unusual insights.” Albert Einstein, a 20th century German physicist, once said, “God does not play dice with the universe!” Einstein believed that God created the universe; this book explores the possibility that a “God” did not create the universe, but “he” is the sum total of the “positive spirit world.” In order for you to see this, you must have a basic understanding of the particles and the forces that govern them, such as the first atom or element of the Periodic Table: the hydrogen atom.

The most significant subatomic particle of the hydrogen atom is the proton: two positive quarks and one negative, and the electron, which is electronegative. Hydrogen is absolutely essential for the process of energy and is the most highly reactive of all the elements. Hydrogen is the only element that contains no neutron. All other elements’ nuclei are formed with neutrons.

The neutron is electrically neutral and contains two negative and one positive quark. The negative quarks love the positive quark and hangs on for dear life. This influences the proton in its tumbling motion despite the fact they are separate but within the same nuclear vicinity.

The neutron first appears in the helium atom, which is number-two on the Periodic Table of elements. Neutrons give us gravity. A neutron star creates a “black hole” and can draw in, depending on its size, whole galaxies.

All additional sundry (various) subatomic particles represent the spectrum of energy within the atom. These sub-atomic particles range in size and positive or negative values. Collectively they are electromagnetic radiation, or a photon (alpha, gamma, beta, x-ray, etc.)

It is within these particles that we find the elements of the human soul. Understanding how the nervous system evolved will help in making the connections between the subatomic particle and the reality.
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of the soul. The soul, as an energy form, manifests itself from the particle to the wavefunction.

It is amazing, it is real, and it does exist! Concentrate and focus on this exciting information—you will see it!

Subatomic Particle Evolution

Protoquark

The very first quark (elementary particles that are similar with opposite electric charges positive + and negative -) evolved as a result of frictional interaction, a rubbing interaction between Superstring particles creating heat (the laws of thermodynamics) for electromagnetism (magnetism developed by a current of electricity). This caused the Superstring particles to forge a solid electropositive (containing a positive electrical charge) particle: a particle becoming an electropositive quark.

This in turn would have forged another electropositive quark; now you have opposition with attraction. This would allow the forging of still another quark; only this time, it was electronegative (having a negative electric charge).

Three quarks: two positive and one negative—each positive loose, but tied to the negative quark, and spinning; each electropositive quark spinning around the negative quark, tethered by an electromagnetic attraction: an imaginary line of the strong force (the gluon).

Figure 1-3: Subatomic Constituent Creation
The tumbling of the two positive quarks around the one negative quark forged yet another smaller electronegative particle: The electron—1,800 times smaller than the three quarks (proton) combined. It now becomes proto-Atom (hydrogen).

It all came from friction compressing Superstring particles—millions of them—into subatomic particles by simply rubbing them together. Of course, all of this took an enormous period of time.

This is how energy and entropy (heat) first started from enthalpy (extreme cold, absolute zero, -273.15° C [-459.67° F].) All particles have to behave according to the laws of physics: electromagnetism, gravity, gluons, and bosons; in short, the “strong” and the “weak forces.” (Grand Unified Theory [GUT])

Mathematical theorists would have you believe that all matter sprang from a tiny point within a billionth of a second. Not so! However, it did evolve from one tiny microscopic point, but replicated itself like bio-matter from the forging of subatomic particles that begat the atom.

The Atom

One would think that the "soul" exists on the level of the atom. It does throughout its physical body lifecycle; to gather, organize and classify information processed by our six senses -- the usual five, plus our communications with our subconscious and super-conscious mind: intuition and universal awareness. Trust it, it knows, and it works! It will be explained in subsequent chapters.

The hydrogen atom begat the helium atom, creating gravity. Each successive atomic element—protons, neutrons, and electrons—were added. All elements were processed and forged from external pressure and heat.

An incredible period of time elapsed to create the “ancient one”, the star that created the “Big Bang,” which exploded and dispersed all other known and unknown elements into the vastness of space. This event occurred fourteen to fifteen billion years ago. In fact, the universe is still expanding from the explosion at 95% of the speed of light.
From the Big Bang, our solar system evolved into the sun, earth, moon, and other planets, approximately five billion years ago.

The atom is pretty much like the sun, producing radioactive decay—the final product being a photon (electromagnetic radiation and heat) that is said to contain zero mass. But does it really have zero mass? Science can't detect it on a microscopic scale. The ultimate boson that mediates decay also creates life on earth. It is this life, and the processes that it undergoes, that will show you “who and what” created your soul.

We begin by showing you how the atom loses and acquires energy (electromagnetic radiation). As you will see, electromagnetic radiation has unique properties that not only creates life, but destroys it as well. The processes of life and death imply the presence of electromagnetic radiation as a genetically induced force.

The generative radiation becomes the wavefunction, and is called acidic in all chemical processes, processes that permeate (to spread or diffuse through) every aspect of our existence from the particle to the wave. The wave carves out the building blocks of creation, both “tangible and intangible.”

Look at the atom (see Figure 1-4), as it loses and gains electromagnetic radiation:

![Figure 1-4: Atomic Electromagnetic Radiation](image)
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When the atoms’ "electron cloud" (the system of subatomic particles surrounding the outer shell of an atom) loses a photon, the atom becomes an ion: a particle that loses or gains a charge, a covalent (a chemical bond that involves sharing a pair of electrons between atoms in a molecule) or ionic (to lose or gain electrons) bond.

The photon permeates and covers the connecting atom with an identification marker that says: I am a hydrogen atom; I will share my information, for it is unique to me and will become part of you, through entanglement (a particle wave-function influencing another particle and wavefunction).

The particle (atom/element) gives up energy to another atom. Remember that it is always a matter of one or more entities extracting or yielding energy from one or the other. Whatever happens on the atomic level eventually manifests itself on a larger scale, molecularly.

How many ways can you think of in which something or someone is stealing or giving you energy? The list is infinite.

Your physical energy, the soul, is eventually taken from you, by whatever circumstances. You will be amazed how it permeates your entire being, how it evolved, and how it continues to evolve, and all because of the sun.
The Sun
"Our Primary Energy Source"

I would like to tell you that God created us, but he may not have! Whether he is a creator or not, I can tell you that, in fact, he exists in the "positive spirit world." Read on, and you will see!

It is important that you understand the importance the sun plays in our existence. Not only did we come from a star (if not our own) but also its electromagnetic radiation gave rise to all **bio-matter** (plants...
and animals). Without just the right amount of radiation, the earth would be as barren as Mars.

The sun is a collection of elements, giving off electromagnetic radiation (photons), a body giving off energy in all directions—another example of energy transfer. The energy (photons) plays an important role in our soul's existence.

Our soul's existence, all begins, as a result of this energy. The laws of physics apply to our soul's "wave-function" and existence. You will learn the process' perspective as you read on.

The existing process that the soul must maintain happens as a result of the same laws of physics. The positive spirit world must use the same laws of nature. They must use the same principles of electromagnetism as we do. You will be surprised to know that their communication functions the same way ours does, depending on the same electromagnetic radiation from the sun as we do.

I must tell you that this "knowledge" is truly an exciting adventure into the wavefunction's ability to change form. There is irrefutable proof that the process happens; however, it has its limitations, too.

Always remember that the energy from the sun is the same energy that animates our body. This is why when you pass over, your body is no longer animated; the energy has gone elsewhere. You will see; it will become clear to you. I was amazed, also! The positive spirit world depends on this energy as well. They cannot function without it.

The sun is heliocentric since it resides in the center of our solar system and has a seemingly endless supply of electro-magnetic radiation (photons). The earth receives a very small fraction of this energy—2 billionths of the amount it radiates. There is a metathetical (a chemical reaction in which different kinds of molecules exchange parts to form other kinds of molecules) process that appears almost transmogrified (an ability to change into a different shape or form, especially one that is fantastic, bizarre, and almost magical) whenever electro-magnetic radiation is involved. At 93,000,000 miles from earth, the sun bathes us in photons. You can put 850,000 earths within the sun. That's how massive the sun is. It is
a power plant with another projected 5 billion years of existence left before burnout.

Everything on the surface of the earth—the gases of the atmosphere, the vegetation, the water, and the non-biological surfaces—soak up electromagnetic radiation. This radiation oxidizes (combines with oxygen to form another substance), disassociates, and recombines all surface matter, depending on the material’s duration and magnitude of exposure.

We are at the perfect distance from the sun to create life, and the right distance to combine and recombine molecules to build plant and animal life. One evolved from the other. The evidence is there, all in the DNA!

As you will see, cellular replication is a result of electromagnetic radiation displacement, brought on by what is called: a dipolar (two equal and opposite electric charges or slightly separated opposing magnetic poles) moment vector (a quantity that has magnitude and direction and that is commonly represented by a directed line segment). Thermo to electrodynamic (a branch of physics that deals with the effects arising from the interactions of electric currents with magnets, with other currents, or with themselves) interaction eventually led to psycho-dynamics: the brain epiphenomena, an epiphenomena that evolved from a neurological sequence of events through time.
As discussed later, you will see that the **protocell** (the very first cell) developed the ability to communicate with adjacent cells. These cells would connect in various ways through collective entanglement, transmitting and receiving—literally a form of transmigrating information. This protocell became the beginning of the soul’s ability to transmigrate from one entity to another—in this case, the cellular internal structure.

The protocell, in fact, was responsible for creating the nervous system by sending *offer waves* of subatomic particles, producing a *transactional interpretation*; which stimulated the receiving molecules to provide the *echo wave*. The *echo wave* returned the message to respond with similar energy.

650,000,000 years of the soul of the individuals etched out the creation of the evolving entity, the evolutionary *wavefunction* shaping
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the body; thereby, creating the ultimate wavefunction of the soul, the human wavefunction of the future positive spirit world.

They (the positive spirit world) want you to understand the importance of knowing the true nature of how they evolved in time. It is through this true nature that the apex of creative thought came into being: the state of mind of being absolutely and habitually honest with oneself. Because, by being honest with oneself, you will see, understand, and know how the information of the soul transmigrated from one entity to the next, beginning with the very first cellular structure: protocell.

**Protocell**

Energy created the first plant cell, a stationary organism produced from simple cellular structures at the edge of the sea, next to land, in the underwater vicinity of volcanic fissures (a deep narrow crack in rock or the earth) the perfect symbiotic (the living together in more or less intimate association or close union of two dissimilar organisms) medium for cellular development.
Instead of energy from the direct sunlight, the protocell was created by the energy (heat) of a fissure. At the right distance from the fissure, the temperatures were tolerable, combining and recombining molecules, creating a symbiotic solution with the right elements for active and reactive dipolar moment processes. Like the symbiotic fluid of an animal's womb, the necessary nutrients formed...
the compounds of enzymes: amino acids building the external and internal structure of the protocell, a form of algae.

The magma of the fissure carried the same electromagnetic energy as the sun that produced hot gases of boiling water deep within the fissure, and the protocell, like the earth, was at the right distance from the energy source.

It wasn't until the **undulation** (a rising and falling in waves) of the waters of the sea that the cell broke loose from its birthplace and was awash in ponds of water on the shores of land. The sunlight kicked in; direct electromagnetic radiation and the environmental pressures shaped the external and internal structures of the cell—just like the sea.

As time passed, the cell developed a process of **mitosis** (cellular division). This was a result of the internal integration of bacteria called chloroplast that became a permanent organelle of the cell. A mutual form of cooperation where the chloroplast provided energy (electromagnetic radiation) that would **catabolically** (an electrochemical reaction associated with disassociating molecules) disassociate the molecules carbon dioxide (CO²) and water (H²O) then recombine them **anabolically** (an electro-chemical reaction associated with combining molecules) into amino acids or glucose (simple sugars) for energy. Ultimately, the cell became complex, developing other organelles to maintain **mitosis**.
The chloroplast was a bacterial organism that developed its own DNA. In a similar manner as the mitochondria (a spherical or elongated organelle in the cytoplasm of nearly all eukaryotic cells, containing genetic material and many enzymes important for cell metabolism, including those responsible for the conversion of food to usable energy), the chloroplast invaded the amoeba (algae cell) and adapted to the cell. Exhibiting a mutual form of cooperative behavior, this in turn developed other more complex cellular structures (organelles).

All cellular structures, including the chloroplast and mitochondria, were created as a result of molecules extracting energy from other molecules.

The molecule (nutrients) enters through the cell wall and passes into the chloroplast organelle (power plant); it absorbs or “steals” the electromagnetic radiation (photons), disassociating the molecule, utilizing some elements, and then respiring the rest. This process
happened to all other organelles, the nucleus, the Golgi body, ER, etc. A cell can contain anywhere from 50 to 5,000 such chloroplast or mitochondria. Only specifically sized molecules can pass through the cell wall for processing.

The purpose of the illustration on the preceding page (see Figure 1.8) is to show you how one set of molecules (two or more atoms connected) will steal electromagnetic radiation from another set. No matter what collection of molecules are involved, there is always the matter of one of them stealing energy (electro-magnetic radiation) from the other.

As we continue to show, and we will, example after example of how this electromagnetic radiation is transferred from one molecule to another, you will see the ongoing pattern of how information is transferred from one molecule to the next, an unmistakable process of an energy transition or transmigration. The factors of the laws of physics will become apparent as each molecule receives and gives information. Science, in all disciplines, calls this energy acidic, which it is, but it is more definitively photons (electromagnetic radiation), as you will see.

Particles that aid in the molecular transfer of this radiation are called electrons—bonded and free electrons. However, this does not stop the radiation from traveling from one atom to another, but will penetrate the atom as well. This the electron cannot do without enough fission (splitting or breaking up into parts) energy.

Electrons absorb the radiation, and lose it from one atom to the next, but the other particles take their share of the radiation, too. As the atoms absorb the radiation, their energy level becomes greater, meaning their outer shell electrons are in a higher orbit around the nucleus (protons and neutrons: the nucleon).

The electromagnetic radiation is the key factor here for combining and disassociating molecules and from literally processing the information required to combine and disassociate the atoms from the molecules.

The chloroplast and mitochondria are organelles that perform the same function of stealing and donating energy to associate and disassociate molecules. An electromagnetic radiation transfer,
or more accurately, a beginning process of "transmigration (to pass from one body or being to another) of information."

The amazing similarities between the function of these two particular organelles and the body and soul are striking to say the least. Observe the following example (see Figure 1.9) and know that it is literally what "created" the body and soul over an enormous period of time.

A form of giving and stealing energy (photonic information), just like the transmigration of the soul. Chloroplast A, power plant of the plant cells, absorbs energy (photons) from the atoms (electromagnetic radiation) of the sun (direct sunlight): Phototrophic -- light energy. From this plant organelle evolved the mitochondria B, power plant of the animal cells, absorbs energy (electromagnetic radiation) from other molecules, ingested by animals eating plants; this is autotrophic (dark energy.)
Organelles, like the organs of your body, perform various vital functions, all processing molecules with electromagnetic radiation. Chloroplast, absorb direct sunlight through the cell wall, then disperse it to the other organelles of the cell, disassociating the molecules, then recombining them in the form of glucose (simple sugar, producing energy).

There are some unique properties about the chloroplast and mitochondria: their molecular configuration is similar to transistors in TVs, radios, and other forms of communication systems. Does that tell you something? I'll explain it later!

They disassociate CO₂ and water catabolically, and then anabolically recombine hydrogen and carbon to produce simple sugar. They take from one set of molecules and give to another set. Of course, other organelles have the blueprint for those recombined molecules.

The mitochondria, on the other hand, absorb the entire molecule, and then disassociate them, extracting the radiation to give to other organelles that combine molecules. In fact, the mitochondria disassociate the hydrogen atoms utilizing all their excess energy. The electron and proton are separated, only to be reattached later; thereby, recombining the hydrogen atom. This is a powerful method of producing energy—virtually a digital quantum leap in energy production.

Remember that these organelles release energy when electromagnetically required to do so—absorbing, disassociating, and then releasing. Both the chloroplast and mitochondria are more responsible for the energy transition that your "soul" makes then any other organelle. It is amazing how much these organelles are like the organs of your body, unique in their ability to absorb radiation, then release it. Always remember that they absorb, and then release.

This process of absorbing, then releasing energy, is exactly what created the nucleus of the cell. It is a self-absorbed "digital electronic control unit" for the cell, and it, through entanglement, influences the other contiguous (touching along a boundary or at a point) cells by way of the "wave-function."
It is virtually impossible to understand and see the method by which the soul is created without seeing how metamorphotonic (the soul’s state of transformation from particle to wavefunction) energy changes form. These connections of energy forms are presented throughout the subsequent chapters of this book. The soul has a beginning process like all other organisms for growth hierarchy and can only be presented through the depiction of our biological ancestors. As you read the chronological presentation of how our nervous system created the soul in the following chapters, you will see the detailed analogy of the soul’s creation, state of being and mind, and ascension into universal awareness.

The DNA in all cells is the actual creator of the components of cellular construction. It is where all the organelles begin in creation, which comprises all other components of the living organism, all done through a wavefunction of electro-magnetic radiation—just like the epiphenomena of the soul.
Mankind has been searching in his science, religion and philosophy, throughout recorded history, for the true nature and answers to the existence of God. See Who, What, When, Where, How, and Why your soul was created in this non-fiction book.
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